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Does it really matter to the planet what foods you gather for your festive dinner? Catherine Farley
y and Stuart Laidlaw unearth some unsettling truths.
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What we found
* The biggest difference was in the turkey, with the longdistance version adding more than 5 kg to the CO2 tally.
* On average, the distant ingredients travelled 5,807 km
compared with 182 km for the local versions. (A typical plate
of food in North America travels more than 2,000 kilometres
before it hits the dinner table, say U.S. food researchers).
If you consistently made similar food decisions every day,
you could nearly satisfy the government's One Tonne
Challenge to reduce your own greenhouse gas emissions.
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HOW MUCH
CO2 IS THAT?

2.62 kg of CO2 fills
14 green garbage bags.
0.06 kg fills one
third of a bag.

six

WINE

Beaujolais Nouve
Weight:
1.15 k
Distance: 6,016

m

TOTAL C02: 2.56

7 kg

TURKEY

Frozen turkey — E
Weight:
9.42
Distance: 3,56

, Ont.
g
m

TOTAL C02: 5.38

kg

CREAMED SPI

Spinach, shallots
California, Hollan
Weight:
1.31 k
Distance: 5,111

aden,
kg
m (avg.)

TOTAL C02: 0.78

9 kg

CANDIED YAM

Yams, pineapple —
California, Costa
Weight:
5.2 k
Distance: 3,131

Baden, Ont.
g

TOTAL C02: 4.2

5 kg

FRIED PLANTA

ABLES

TOTAL C02: 0.76

(avg.)

Plantain — Costa
Weight:
1.1 kg
Distance: 4,30

aga, carrots,
Bradford,
nt.
g

6 kg

FRUIT

Mandarin oranges
Weight:
2.38
Distance: 10,66

p, pumpkin
tchell, Ont.
m (avg.)

TOTAL C02: 1.63

2 kg
AUCE

CHUTNEY

ntreal
g
m

Mango, ginger —
Brazil, Hawaii
Weight:
0.56
Distance: 7,870

3 kg

TOTAL C02: 0.40
Multiple ingredients from
different origins were
calculated separately
and added for total CO2

Carbon dioxide emissions factor
CO2 emissions by mode of transportation (grams per tonne-kilometre)

Air:
370 grams
Truck:
c 160 grams
Ship: 33
S
3 gramss
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Finding local produce

What you need:

The leanest months for locally grown fresh produce
in Canada is February through May, as we turn to
imports to satisfy our appetites.

* Country where each item comes from
* Method of transportation (e.g. ship and truck)
* Distance travelled from origin to the point of purchase,
broken down into modes of transportation, if known
* The emissions factors (see chart left)

The formula

Rail:
a 18 g
grams
0

Figure out the CO2 impact of your meal

Calculation of the CO2 for each leg of the journey:
350g

SOURCE: Canadian Standards Association, based on Natural Resources Canada data.
All greenhouse gas emissions converted to carbon dioxide equivalents.

How we did the calculations
Weights are actual goods purchased in Toronto on Dec. 9 and 12
to make two turkey dinners for six. Distance is based on most
likely point of origin and route the goods would have taken.
Methods of transportation are the principal legs of the journey
and do not include local travel to main collection points and
local transportation in the Toronto area.
SOURCES: Eating Oil, Sustain; Eat Here, WorldWatch Institute; David Suzuki Foundation; Sierra Club
of Canada; Centre for Integrated Agricultural Systems, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Leopold
Center for Sustainable Agriculture, Iowa State University; FoodShare Field to Table, Toronto; Small
Potatoes Urban Delivery, Vancouver; Canadian Standards Association

Weight of produce x Distance travelled x Emissions factor
(kg)
(km)
(g)
divided by 1000 x 1000

The result is in kilograms of carbon dioxide.

Calculator on the web
Michel Girard, director of climate change at the Canadian
Standards Association, and his team helped the Star set up
an online Toronto Star Carbon Counter. So throw away your
calculator and let the experts do the math at
www.ghgregistries.ca/thestar/news.cfm
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Average monthly distance from origin for produce
sold by one Vancouver organic delivery service
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SOURCE: spud.ca

Promoting local food
The Vancouver-based Small Potatoes Urban Delivery
(spud.ca) actively supports local food producers and
encourages consumers to choose their products by:
* Prominently labelling locally grown items on its website
right where consumers are making their buying decision.
* Providing farm or factory source information and distance
travelled for groceries and fresh produce.
* Identifying distance travelled for each item on its invoice,
plus an average for the entire order.

CHECK OUT OUR ONLINE CARBON COUNTER www.ghgregistries/thestar/news.cfm

